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Backups Off Broadway; Missing Retail Targets;
Shipping Taking Flight

By Paul Page
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The Port Jersey Port Authority Marine Terminal in April 2021. PHOTO: by
JUSTIN LANE/EPA-EFE/SHUTTERSTOCK

Havens from global shipping congestion are disappearing. A backup of
container ships waiting outside the Port of New York and New Jersey is up to
about 14 vessels a day, the WSJ Logistics Report’s Paul Berger writes, adding
to the bottlenecks that have delayed U.S. imports and hobbled businesses as
they try to recover from the pandemic. The backup isn’t as large as the waiting
lines that have formed off Southern California and even at other East Coast
ports. But it sets a troubling tone as operators brace for a peak shipping season
that’s likely to start in earnest in just a few weeks. Shipping volumes have been
particularly strong at East Coast ports while West Coast trade has eased in
recent months. But New York-New Jersey officials say their biggest problem has
been a surge in empty containers that has clogged docks and hamstrung
operations.

Alphaliner says shortages of dockworkers and truck drivers are leading to
significant delays at Northern European ports. (The Loadstar)
FourKites says the volume of seaborne cargo arriving in the U.S. from
China has ticked up this month. (Lloyd’s List)
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Supply Chain Strategies

A Target distribution center in Shafter, Calif. PHOTO: MARK J.
TERRILL/ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Target’s rough quarter isn’t knocking the retailer off its plans for big
supply-chain investment. The retailer’s earnings tumbled 52% in the most
recent quarter despite growing same-store sales, the WSJ’s John Stensholt
reports, as surging supply-chain costs sent profit margins tumbling. Target
projects freight and fuel costs to be $1 billion higher this year than it had
expected, and it sees supply-chain pressures continuing through the end of the
year. The outlook following a weak report from Walmart triggered a Wall Street
swoon that hit less-than-truckload carriers serving the retail market particularly
hard. Target remains intent on expanding its own operated logistics delivery
network. The retailer is adding three sortation centers this year to the six it
already runs, facilities it says handled 4.5 million packages in the first quarter.
Target says that should improve deliveries, even as it moves to adjust inbound
volumes and inventories to match sales.

U.S. stock indexes fell sharply following signs that rising costs are
weighing on some companies’ profits and that consumers are moving
away from goods retailers. (WSJ)
First-quarter comparable sales at home-improvement retailer Lowe’s fell
4%. (WSJ)
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Quotable

“We saw much-higher-than-expected freight and transportation costs and a
more dramatic change in our sales mix than we anticipated.”

— Target CEO Brian Cornell
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Transportation

CMA CGM in its tradtional place, on the water. PHOTO: MICHAEL
NAGLE/ZUMA PRESS

The push by shipping lines into the airfreight business is reaching a new
level. France’s CMA CGM is taking a stake in Air France-KLM as part of a deal
to combine the airfreight operations of both companies. The WSJ’s Benjamin
Katz reports the companies struck a 10-year operating agreement that will have
the companies combine and jointly market their cargo operations, including a
fleet of 10 dedicated freighter aircraft as well as another 12 jets on order. The
deal includes the belly-cargo operations of Air France-KLM’s passenger aircraft.
The agreement marks the biggest step yet to blend ocean and airfreight
business that had long been sharply separated by the strategic goals of their
shipping customers and the cost of transport. By tying in with an airline, CMA
CGM is gaining the reach to make it a significant player in the airfreight market.
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Number of the Day

857,473

Combined loaded container imports, in 20-foot equivalent units, into the ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach in April, flat with the same month last year

and up 41.1% over April 2019.
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